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GLOBAL RESORTS NETWORK + WEALTH FUNNEL SYSTEM TWO = MONEY
The premise of The Wealth Funnel System Two is to develop a virtually 100% Automated process for your home business. By virtue of this automation, you
can sign up $1,000 sales without having to cold call prospects or convince them of anything. The web sites Derrick Harper has set up will take care of that for
you. This leaves you the time to devote to driving traffic to your web site.  What Is At The Core Of The Wealth Funnel System?

What Derrick Harper developed with The Wealth Funnel System.

With more than 12 years of Internet Marketing experience behind him, Derrick Harper has taken all of his knowledge of how to make money online and
created a system for anybody to make money online from anywhere in the world.

The Wealth Funnel System Two is a home based business with it's cornerstone being the education of it's members. It is this education which provides you
with $1,000 sale after $1,000 sale. You will be trained to advertise, promote and earn money.

Probably the biggest reason for the abysmal failure rate in home based businesses is the fact that most people can not communicate effectively with their
prospects. This is where having a system in place such as The Wealth Funnel System is essential. And this system shines in this area. They even have a call
center so if you are dealing with a prospect and can not answer a specific question you can bring some one from The Wealth Funnel System on the call to
answer the question and help close the call. Now there are other systems out there, but none of them actually educate you on how to market or help you to
close sales. They just take your money and wish you luck. Not The Wealth Funnel System. This system has been developed by Derrick Harper and other Copy
Writing Experts to create a high converting funnel that produces the desired results. There are certain psychological conversion tactics that are necessary for
success. Most other systems do not use these tactics. Derrick!

Harper has a background that includes many Fortune 500 companies and he and his experts have used a great deal of resources to make this a truly high
converting system.  With enrollment with the wealth funnel system two it automatically activates your global resorts network membership and plugs you into
their $1000 commission pay outs.  Just imagine if you had 10 people working for you making just 2 sales a week at a $1000 each ( because you make a matching
$1000 on your employee's sales as well.)  Think what that would amount to?

 


